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Better-for-you sprouted nut brand expands its lineup.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

A trip to India 15 years ago proved fruitful, as it ended up being the origin story for Daily Crunch Snacks.

When Cynthia Reynolds returned from the Asian country, she shared with her sister, Diane Orley (co-

founder of the brand) about the health and taste bene�ts of sprouted almonds that she encountered there.

When you soak almonds in water for a long period, they “sprout”—the result is an easier-to-digest, more

nutrient-dense, and crunchier almond.

Inspired by these health bene�ts and the tasty crunch, Diane began sprouting almonds and then

dehydrating them, as opposed to roasting, at home. She would then �avor them with real ingredients. She

loved the way they tasted, and she loved their health bene�ts even more.

AT A GLANCE

Company: Daily Crunch

Headquarters: Nashville

Products: Sprouted Nuts

Employees: 3 full-time, 4 part-time

Website: www.dailycrunchsnacks.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Laurel Orley, CEO, Co-Founder

Dan Stephenson, COO, Co-Founder

Diane Orley, Co-Founder

Kenzie Steel, Head of Marketing & Brand Strategy

Hayley Babcock, MBA Marketing Intern

Grace Runnells, Brand & Content Marketing Lead

Jackie Bologna, Sales Manager

Cerisse Need, Accountant

Fast-forward to a few years later, in March 2020—right before the pandemic hit—and Daily Crunch Snacks

was born.

ORIGINS

Diane’s sprouted almonds piqued the interest of Laurel Orley, her niece, whom had plentiful experience in

marketing working on Unilever’s �agship brands for 13 years, including Hellmann's, Lipton, Suave, and the

Dove Campaign for Real Beauty.

After doing some market research and attending Natural Products Expo West, Laurel and Diane realized

sprouted snacks were unique compared to snacks already on the market—after all, for the health-

conscious consumer, a tasty, crunchy sprouted nut snack made with real ingredients, no oil, and no added

sugars would be a dream come true.

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

After a few years of recipe perfecting, brand development, and team building, Daily Crunch Snacks was

born. The snacks are vegan, keto, paleo, and gluten-free, because the company wants everyone,

regardless of dietary preference or need, to be able to enjoy its snacks.

THE BIRTH OF SPROUTED NUTS

Sprouted nuts are called “activated” nuts in England and Australia, the company found out, as it started

doing research. After conducting focus groups and delving into consumer research, the brand decided to

emphasize “sprouted” on its packaging versus “activated,” as it tended to resonate more with U.S.

consumers.

“I had no idea that Diane's trail mixes were sprouted. I just knew that they had a texture di�erence—they

were lighter, airier, and crunchier than raw or roasted almonds. I knew that there wasn't anything like them

in the mainstream U.S. market,” says Laurel, CEO and co-founder.

The e�ort took teamwork: Diane learned the process of sprouting nuts and perfected it with her

dehydration process, while Laurel took her 13 years of experience at Unilever to bring Daily Crunch to

launch.

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

Laurel met the company’s third and �nal co-founder, Dan Stephenson, through the Entrepreneur's

Organization in Nashville. Dan started consulting for Daily Crunch Snacks during the pre-launch phase as

he was phasing out his mac and cheese start-up. It was clear from the beginning that Dan was the third

piece of the co-founder puzzle, as he had immense retailer and operations experience.  

When the brand �rst launched in March 2020, it had three SKUs: Cherry Berry, Cinnamon Java, and Plain

Sprouted.

INNOVATION PROCESS

The “trusty but dusty” nut snack category, as Laurel puts it, needed some shaking up.

“Our innovation magic is that when we soak almonds going through the sprouting process, we can also

add �avors to the water, which absorb or 'soak' into the almonds,” shares Laurel. “This is something our

competitors cannot o�er their consumers.”

For example, the brand’s Cinnamon Java �avor includes co�ee-soaked almonds, and the almonds soak in

organic co�ee for over 24 hours, giving them a �avor combination that “works really well,” she says.

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

“Currently we do all of the R&D ourselves. We look at current trends in the marketplace and review

industry trends, including Whole Foods’ annual trend report. For example, Whole Foods included turmeric

as a key 2022 trend, and while we already had turmeric in our Golden Goodness �avor, we really leaned

into communicating turmeric on-pack and in our marketing channels,” Laurel says.

It’s not enough to be just a trend, though, she says—the product taste has to “hit it out of the ballpark.”

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

“If the team doesn't think the taste isn't out of the world, then our consumer won't. We are competing

against not only start-up brands in the better-for-you and nut space, but also brands like Blue Diamond,

and we really need our �avors to di�erentiate from what they o�er, since we are more expensive. We need

to give consumers a reason to try us and to want to buy us again. Daily Crunch does this not only by

o�ering cleaner ingredients, but by o�ering innovative �avors.”

NEW FLAVORS

Since its launch, the brand has expanded its �avor selections.

“Dan came up with the concept of a Nashville Hot �avor and has helped lead the innovation front on the

team,” says Laurel.

“The Nashville Hot launched as an exclusive with Thrive Market in December 2021. It's a spicy, super

crunchy (and vegan) nod to Daily Crunch’s hometown, where spicy hot chicken reigns, combining

sprouted almonds, cayenne pepper, smoked paprika, and chili powder balanced by natural monk fruit

sweetener.”

In June 2022, the brand launched its Cinnamon Java Sprouted Nut Medley, which includes dried

blackcurrants, �ne coconut �akes, and cashews. A sprinkle of cinnamon and sea salt enhances the

product’s rich co�ee-infused sprouted almonds.

“Our new �avors embody the belief that snacks can taste as good as they make you feel,” says Laurel.

“Through our sprouting process, we soak almonds in co�ee to give the Cinnamon Java �avor a next-level

taste that consumers want. The Nashville Hot �avor delivers a sweet-heat taste that’s packed with protein.”

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

MENTAL HEALTH MISSION

October 10 is World Mental Health Day, a day important to Diane, as she lost her son, George, nine years

ago to mental illness. Diane dedicates much of her time and energy to reducing the stigma around mental

health.

In support of Diane and the company’s mission, a portion of all Daily Crunch Snacks proceeds bene�t The

Support Network, which advocates mental health awareness on college campuses.

In early September, during Suicide Prevention Week, Diane posted an Instagram update talking about the

brand’s mission. That week, Daily Crunch Snacks donated $1 for every bag sold to The Support Network.

“At Daily Crunch Snacks, we believe that mental health should be as much a part of the fabric of our daily

lives as the food we eat. The thoughts and the nutrients you feed your body hold equal in�uence over

your wellbeing,” says Laurel.

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

“So when you get crunching, take some time to evaluate how you’re feeling, disconnect from social

media, or take a few deep breaths—whatever taking time for your mental health looks like for you. And it

never hurts to check in on a loved one. We hope to make feeding your body with real and healthy foods

easier, and to remind you to take time for your mental health.”

PRESENT-DAY

Daily Crunch’s hard work is paying o�. Head of Marketing & Brand Strategy Kenzie Steel recently won a

2022 Progressive Grocer GenNext Award. The awards recognize individuals under age 40 who have

demonstrated a commitment in the grocery industry, and display the qualities of innovation, leadership,

and the ability to inspire others to achieve results.

Steel was originally slated for an internship at Mattel, but it was canceled due to the pandemic—and

Mattel’s loss was Daily Crunch’s gain, as she started working for the brand as an intern in 2020. She

graduated from the Vanderbilt MBA program in May 2021, and was the brand’s �rst full-time employee.

Daily Crunch is currently going through a seed funding round to support its growth, although it has had

strategic growth in the natural, airport, and ecommerce channels. It was also featured in the October issue

of Women’s Health, and its products can now be found in over 4,000 stores.

As of now, Daily Crunch Snacks o�ers six product �avors, in two di�erent sizes—a 5-ounce “pantry size”

bag and a 1.5-ounce “grab ‘n go” size. Flavors include:

Cinnamon Java Medley: Dried blackcurrants, coconut �akes, and cinnamon and sea salt enhance

co�ee-infused sprouted almonds and cashews.

Nashville Hot Sprouted Almonds: This medium-heat vegan take on the iconic “Nashville Hot” �avor is

an ode to Daily Crunch’s hometown. Natural monk fruit sweetener balances out the �ery spice of

paprika and cayenne.

Cherry Berry Medley: The Cherry Berry Sprouted Nut Medley contains a mix of sprouted almonds,

walnuts, and cashews paired with antioxidant-rich dried cherries and blueberries.

Cacao + Sea Salt Sprouted Almonds: Lightly coated with cacao, naturally sweetened with monk fruit,

and infused with maca.

Golden Goodness Sprouted Almonds: Includes a hint of sea salt and turmeric.

Original Sprouted Almonds: The brand’s original SKU is light, clean-label, and packed with protein.

Courtesy of Daily Crunch

The brand will be launching two more �avors this year, but can’t reveal too much about them yet.

“We have two new �avors debuting the next few months, the �rst being a limited-time only exclusive

�avor around the holidays,” says Laurel.

“The other �avor launch will be debuted at Expo West in March [2023], and while we don't want to give too

much away, we can tell you that both of these �avors are more on the sweet side and are not currently

o�ered in the mainstream U.S. market,” she notes.

In the meantime, the superfood sprouted nuts company will continue to innovate and meet its clean-label

goals, Laurel adds. The brand has built its customer base by being a trusted health snack brand that “tastes

as good as it makes you feel.”

“Customers know that when they order Daily Crunch they are receiving a delicious snack made with clean

ingredients and their health goals in mind. We build our customer base by surrounding our marketing and

social media e�orts around nutritional information, healthy recipes, and an honest discussion about

ingredients." SF&WB
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PACK EXPO INTERNATIONAL 2022

SHOW PREVIEW

PACKING IT ALL IN

PACK EXPO International connects snack and bakery professionals

with packaging solutions.

Jenni Spinner, Chief Editor

Landing at Chicago’s McCormick Place on October 23, PACK EXPO International o�ers four days of

packaging technology, materials, inspiration, and more. Between all the exhibits, educational sessions, and

networking opportunities, attendees might have trouble �tting in everything they want to do.

However, Jim Pittas, president and CEO of organizer PMMI, The Association for Packaging and Processing

Technologies, advises that the conference is worth the time and e�ort.

“It is vital for the packaging and processing industries to come together and share innovations, connect

with colleagues, hear from experts, and see machinery in action,” says Pittas. “PACK EXPO International

2022 is the most e�cient and e�ective way to do it all. No other event this year will showcase entire

production line solutions and o�er attendees everything needed to compete in a changing marketplace.”

Even snack and bakery professionals who are repeat visitors to the PACK EXPO show �oor will �nd new

things to see and experience. Among the more than 2,000 exhibitors stretched over 1.2 million net square

feet of �oor space are a range of new show features:

PACK to the Future Exhibit: This interactive program spotlights the importance of packaging

processing through history, and the impact it likely will have in the future.

PACK Match: This service gives attendees customized guidance with expert advisors that enables

them to connect with the right suppliers.

Emerging Brands Summit: This one-day program (aimed at founders and leaders of startups looking

to scale their brand) features educational content, tabletop exhibits, and knowledgeable advisors.

PACK Challenge: Sponsored by PepsiCo, this competition matches high school teams against each

other in a building challenge, with the winning school taking home a $6,000 prize.

Processing Innovation Stage: Part of the popular Processing Zone, this feature spotlights the latest

breakthroughs in processing.

Industry Speaks Stage: Here, attendees will witness expert sessions from the PACK EXPO Partner

Program, taking on the hottest topics and trends.

Logistics Pavilion: The latest addition to the specialized sections of the �oor, this pavilion focuses on

targeted supply-chain solutions, including warehousing, ful�llment, distribution logistics services, and

transportation providers.

Among the returning features at PACK EXPO International 2022:

The Innovation Stages: This area on the show �oor o�ers quick presentations on innovative

technologies and techniques, taking on a range of industry-speci�c issues.

The Forum: Here attendees can enjoy interactive sessions, such as intimate group discussions and

Q&A sessions.

The Amazing Packaging Race. This dynamic, educational event (sponsored by Emerson) pits teams

of college students against each other on a scavenger hunt around the exhibits of participating

companies.

CareerLink Live @ PACK EXPO: This feature enables students and veterans to meet up with PMMI

members and consumer packaged goods (CPG) to talk about career opportunities.

Technology Excellence Awards: This program salutes the most innovative technologies to make their

PACK EXPO debut at this year’s event; attendees are invited to vote onsite using the show app.

In addition, the annual PACK GIVES BACK event (sponsored by Rockwell Automation) is shaking things up

for 2022. The main attraction of the ticketed event, which bene�ts the PMMI Foundation, is a rock concert

headlined by Styx, known for hits like “Come Sail Away” and “Renegade.” After the show, the Emerging

Leaders Network will host an evening event for young professionals at Punchbowl Social in downtown

Chicago.

For more information on PACK EXPO International or to register, head to packexpointernational.com.

SF&WB

We are PACKAGING SOLUTIONS. FOCKE & Co. specializes in

tailor-made end-of-line packaging solutions, featuring gentle

product handling for delicate products, such as snack food and

bakery products.

With the HFP® Base series, FOCKE has come up with a solution

to supersede manual packaging processes within the snack food

industry. With its footprint, it meets the industry’s special

requirements and �ts perfectly into typical space of snack food

packing lines. Simple and ergonomic to operate within the

production plant, the HFP® Base is expert at packing bags

containing snacks into RSC, HSC, or various tray styles.

BOOTH #

N-5921

FOCKE & CO.
www.focke.com

Booth #N-5921

The Interceptor DF uses a simultaneous multi-frequency

operation that e�ectively processes the transmission and

reception of multiple frequencies continuously over a broad

spectrum. Developed with Divergent Field technology, it's the

world's �rst metal detector to use multiple �eld directions. This

technology dramatically improves the detection of ultra-thin

contaminants often encountered in processing lines,

signi�cantly improving detection capabilities.

Learn more about how the Interceptor DF Metal Detector is

valuable to your manufacturing line by visiting Booth #S-1752 at

PACK EXPO International, October 23-26.

BOOTH #

S-1752

FORTRESS TECHNOLOGY INC.
www.fortresstechnology.com

Booth #S-1752

Manufacturing drum motors for belt conveyor applications since

1985, VDG ensures product quality, fast delivery, and exceptional

customer support by using cutting-edge production technology,

automation, and in-house R&D.

The SSV Drum Motor is the most hygienic conveyor drive

solution for food processing belt conveyors. It features an IP69K

sealing system that withstands 3,000 psi washdown pressure,

drives modular conveyor belts without using sprockets, and

eliminates crevices that trap food by-products, reducing

washdown time and water usage by 50%.

Visit PACK EXPO Booth #S-3566 to see VDG’s new patented

SSV-XP Drum Motor with a removeable pro�led sleeve. This

drum motor design drives di�erent styles of modular conveyor

belts by simply exchanging the sleeve to match the desired belt

pro�le without changing the entire drum motor. VDG will also

showcase the IntelliDrive™, a new synchronous permanent

magnet (PM) drum motor that delivers 40% increased electrical

e�ciency and an increase in electric motor lifespan.

BOOTH #

S-3566

VDG (VAN DER GRAAF)
www.vandergraaf.com

Booth #S-3566
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E-COMMERCE

PACKAGING

THE BOTTOM LINE

Conveyors, scanners, and sorting

equipment are key

Packaging must re�ect what is displayed

online

Many touchpoints are involved in the

supply chain

More consumers are ordering groceries online,

creating challenges for manufacturers that package

and ship food. Consumers expect food items to

arrive fresh and undamaged. Also, the packaging

must re�ect what is displayed online and extend

food shelf life while reducing waste. Developments

in e-commerce involve packaging and logistics as

well as product protection, sustainability, and

branding. While capabilities are advancing,

challenges abound.

E-COMMERCE DELIVERS

Innovations in packaging, logistics fuel growth.

Neal Lorenzi, Contributing Writer

PMMI’s 2018 report, “E-Commerce: Think Inside the Box,” reported a steady increase in demand for direct-

to-consumer delivery of goods. “Since then, the pandemic has increased consumer demand for the

delivery of goods, increasing the strain on smaller companies that ful�ll their own e-commerce orders and

retailers who must quickly adapt to the changing landscape,” says Jorge Izquierdo, vice president, market

development, PMMI, Reston, VA. Additional challenges such as limited workforce availability and supply

chain issues have heightened the need for solutions in this area.

Smaller companies are facing another problem brought on by the pandemic: the struggle to keep up with

increased demand on production. “Investment, in many cases, is prioritized in this area, as opposed to

expansion of e-commerce ful�llment capabilities,” Izquierdo continues. “And although larger companies

are discussing the feasibility of exploring direct-to-consumer channels, they have yet to make the jump.”

Courtesy of Flexibake

On the equipment side, companies that are serious about (and have the capital to invest in) automating e-

commerce ful�llment for food products are looking mostly at conveyors, scanners and sorting

equipment, labeling, and warehouse management software, Izquierdo adds. “Investments in the next two

years will likely stay within these equipment types but also should include cartoning, palletizing, and

picking.”

What types of food packaging is a match for e-commerce? “Any packaging that e�ectively brands your

product while keeping material and shipping costs in check,” says Wayne Ortner, general manager of

FlexiBake Ltd., Vancouver. “Shortages and supply chain obstacles have reduced margins for retailers and

ecommerce sales, so it is important to have accurate product costing reports.”

MARKET TRENDS

Center-store grocery continues to drive the bulk of e-commerce orders, according to Anne-Marie Roerink,

president, 210Analytics.com, San Antonio. “However, fresh departments are still increasing their share of

basket. Impulse items, such as snacks, are one area that continues to lag.” Roerink no longer sees an

increase in the number of online shoppers, but does see strength in order frequency among those who are

dedicated online shoppers. “However, only 3% to 4% of consumers shop solely online, whereas the

majority uses a hybrid system of buying some items in-store and some items online.”
A new trend sees grocery retailers leveraging e-

commerce to extend their product selection

through virtual shelves and extending their

territories by picking orders out of smaller

warehouses in areas where they do not have

physical stores. A good example is Kroger,

Roerink adds. “Retailers also are teaming up with

third-party delivery companies to ship their deli-

prepared goods. Packaging for these foods is

important because of requirements such as spill-

proo�ng and keeping food warm, as well as

consumer interest in sustainable packaging.”

Trends for snacks in the direct-to-consumer

space include small quantity multi-packs of

center-store goods. These typically consist of

two to three units per box instead of the usual 12-

unit case that is sold wholesale, according to

Justin Spannuth, chief operating o�cer, Unique

Snacks, Reading, PA. His company o�ers a variety

of packaging options ranging from small grocery

packs, snack bag size o�erings, variety packs, and

gifting options through its website. Courtesy of Unique Snacks

“Typically, consumers don’t prefer more than one to two units at any time when making a standard

purchase of these items, so it comes down to balancing the consumer’s desire and the practicality of

shipping costs divided over a per-unit price,” Spannuth notes, “Shipment of larger quantities of single-

serve packages will slowly become more prominent in e-commerce.”

Products with long shelf life and high turns are �nding the most bene�t via e-commerce and snacks �t this

category well, Spannuth continues. “Fresh and frozen will be the last categories to �nd value in e-

commerce due to the complexity of shipping through distribution centers on short turn timeframes, as

well as the cost of cold-chain shipping for individual packages. This is where grocery stores that are

shifting to online order pickups and delivery will start to gain traction as micro-ful�llment centers.”

TOUCHPOINTS

As food products move through the e-commerce supply chain, many touchpoints are involved—

packaging, handling, repacking, moving through distribution centers—which means the food must be

properly packaged to avoid damage, according to Chris Deck, CEO and founder of Deck Commerce, St.

Louis.

“Before 2020, curbside pickup was predominately used for takeout food at restaurants,” Deck says.

“However, when the pandemic struck, it became the lifeblood of many brands—o�ering convenience to

shoppers and solving capacity challenges for retailers as e-commerce orders skyrocketed. Now, retailers

in all sectors have started o�ering curbside pickup in order to remain competitive.” Curbside pickup and

other forms of e-commerce are forecast to sustain double-digit growth rates through 2024, he adds.

Courtesy of Deck Commerce

Retailers need to be aware of some challenges when implementing e-commerce options. To �ll that

need, Deck Commerce provides an order management system (OMS) for direct-to-consumer retailers.

The system automates many manual processes—up to 98% of customer orders, including processes for

receiving, routing, ful�lling, tracking, notifying, and handling returns, according to Deck. “From the time a

customer browses the online store across sales channels until he receives the order, OMS guides the

entire process.”

A recent study conducted by Grand View Research shows that the global market for meal kit delivery

services is $20.5 billion in 2022 and could grow by 17.4% each year through 2028, according to Derek

Curtis, vice president sales at Körber Supply Chain, Minneapolis. “Consumers are changing their

preference for receiving groceries and shifting their expectations in terms of the variety of groceries that

are available; the industry is experiencing a heightened desire for SKU expansion.”

Körber o�ers Retail Execution software, which provides e-commerce solutions. “What used to be GPS

tracking has morphed into di�erent areas, such as Geo-fence tracking, triggering alerts and work�ows that

can alert a customer that his delivery is �ve minutes away,” Curtis says. “The goal is to decrease the amount

of time it takes to deliver more products on time. That’s where we attract clients in the bakery and snack

industry—by developing tools to help them manage freshness and get their products to their customers.”

Shipping refrigerated food is a big challenge to successfully implementing e-commerce initiatives. “The

ability for food manufacturers to monitor the condition of their shipments in real time is important,” says

Amy Childress, vice president of marketing and sales, cargo solutions for Emerson’s Cold Chain Business,

Emerson, St. Louis. “Bakery and snack producers want to know when their shipments will arrive and if they

were kept at the correct temperature throughout the route in order to meet food quality and safety

standards.”

To meet that need, Emerson o�ers the Oversight portal, which allows plant managers to monitor a live

map overlay of trucks en route to distribution centers. Shipment diversion is one of many solutions. For

example, if a refrigeration issue arises on a truck during mid-shipment, food producers can divert the

shipment to a local retailer or cold storage facility in order to preserve food quality and avoid loss.

LOOKING AHEAD

In the near future, what e-commerce trends do experts forecast? Ortner expects to see increased demand

for more information printed on packaging, including supply chain details. “Consumers want to know what

is in the food they eat, how it was produced, and where the ingredients came from.”

Courtesy of Emerson

Roerink expects to see more branding on e-commerce food packaging. “After all, it’s a blank canvas that

goes directly to consumers. We see this trend in restaurant food service and it’s likely to migrate into

grocery food service.” Roerink also sees a focus on box and package optimization to reduce the amount

of void space and a continued push for more sustainable materials. SF&WB
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There are many options for snack and bakery companies when it

comes to distribution. Companies can employ di�erent strategies, such

as direct store delivery (DSD), third-party logistics (3PL), or using

foodservice. In the end, though, what matters is getting product into

customers’ hands.

DISTRIBUTION

REPORT

THE BOTTOM LINE

Direct store delivery challenges

Growing ful�llment

Debuting smartphone apps

STRATEGIC DISTRIBUTION

Direct store delivery, third-party logistics often popular with snack

manufacturers.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

DIRECT STORE DELIVERY

DSD, or delivering products from a supplier or distributor directly to a store, also known as skipping the

retailer’s distribution center, is a common practice used by snack and bakery companies.

“Here in the greater Cincinnati area, we service anywhere from 90 to about 130 di�erent accounts monthly,

that we deliver from our vehicle,” says Brady DeLong, COO, Hen of the Woods, Cincinnati, OH.

“We manage that through a platform called BlueCart. [The platform] was originally created for restaurants

to be able to source their products and for distributors and small brands, such as ours, to sell products

into restaurants. It has evolved into a tool; it's a little more robust, and it has quite a handful of various

features. It has route planning, di�erent pricing catalogs for accounts, etc. We are using that platform to

deliver �ve days a week currently, so it's a myriad of accounts: foodservice, co�ee shops, grocery,” he says.

“BlueCart is the platform we use for all of our local direct distribution. Outside of the greater Cincinnati

area, we ship everything via UPS, and we use a handful of di�erent platforms for that. These are more B2B

marketplaces, such as Faire, Mable, RangeMe,” DeLong continues.“There’s a handful of other smaller ones,

but those are the three primary ones, and through that distribution some of them have shipping platforms

built in, but [some] do not. We are using ShipStation as our primary platform for shipping those products.”

DeLong says that the company has become more e�cient over the years.

“At one point in time we were actually DSD to 62 Kroger stores, so that required us to learn a lot about the

process, creating a lot of systems and giving them support—we had three vehicles that we had created

and all types of connected Google Sheets for inventory reporting. These days, our biggest growth is

actually in the direct ship and in the B2B ecommerce that we are shipping to via UPS. So the e�ciency is

there, as that has grown almost 1,000% year over year for us—we used to ship maybe four to 15 cases a

week, about a year ago, and now we are shipping about 30 cases a day. It’s evolved quite a lot,” he says.

Hen of the Woods rearranged its warehouse to become more of a shipping ful�llment warehouse,

DeLong notes.

“[We] moved a lot of products around, had to buy some more materials, and then we had to modify our

pack sizes to be more economically sustainable for us—shipping the pack sizes that we were selling in

retail. We're not optimized for a price per unit shipping model,” he explains.

“So we have changed the case packs, [trying] to balance it the best we could between what's a�ordable

for us as a brand, and what's appealing for retailers. It's hard to sell 100-count cases because people don't

want to buy 100 of a single item. There's de�nitely a �ne line that we want there, and we do have some

�exibility with being able to order like case packs or mixed packs and things along those lines,” DeLong

adds.

“We started selling a sampler pack on a lot of these marketplaces that allow potential customers to

purchase their samples at a discount rate for �rst-time customers. That helps us o�set the new customer

acquisition cost, and it's an appealing way for new retailers to get products in their hands and try our

chips,” he explains.

“With our ordering app, a
customer can bypass our call

center entirely and place an order
on their own terms, as long as it

meets lead-time requirements.”

— Bill Houston, vice president, information technology

& administrative services, executive, Alpha Baking Co.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Bill Houston, vice president, information technology & administrative services, executive, Alpha Baking

Co., Chicago, says that from the perspective of technology, the company developed an algorithm a few

years ago that helped it dial in usage at a particular customer location.

Courtesy of Alpha Baking Co.

“[The algorithm] combined the data we had available to us, along with some additional data points we ask

drivers to collect. The idea here was to give us a forecast that was true to our customer needs. Without

getting too deep into the ‘secret sauce,’ this is no strict average order—the algorithm is quite

sophisticated,” he comments.

“Customers like the �exibility of ordering as close to required lead times as possible, for obvious reasons.

This technology allowed us to continue o�ering this high level of service, while still providing our

production teams highly accurate production forecasts, reducing waste and shortages at the same time,”

Houston notes.

“More recently, we have developed a smartphone and web-based application that allows our customers

to place their orders from anywhere, at any time. Our hold times for our call center have always been an

area of focus, but during periods of peak demand, brief holds are inevitable. With our ordering app, a

customer can bypass our call center entirely and place an order on their own terms, as long as it meets

lead-time requirements. The same goes for viewing invoices and making payments,” he says.

The challenge is always meeting the customer where they are from a tech perspective, Houston adds,

combined with the fact that the industry operates on short lead times as well as short shelf life.

“The latter are constants when it comes to challenges in our industry—the balance of service and quality.

There is no one size �ts all answer; we have to be cognizant of where things are going, recognizing that for

many, where we are is just �ne. Marrying customer service and technology can prove di�cult, but it’s a

worthwhile exercise we are constantly undertaking.”

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

DeLong says one of Hen in the Woods’ biggest challenges is scaling ful�llment.

“We're kind of at a tipping point where we're almost where we need another full-time ful�llment

[employee]—we’re maxing out our current ful�llment person's time, and we look at going to a 3PL, but we

also really like the idea of employing more people ourselves,” he explains.

“We like to think we take care of our people pretty well, so we want to keep those people on sta�, and our

customer service is one of the things [on which] that we really pride ourselves. Handling ful�llment o� to a

3PL [would be] one less thing we have control over, so we've tried to avoid that,” DeLong shares.

DeLong notes that DSD is a high-pro�t margin for the company, and the company loves it because it

builds a direct relationship with vendors.

Courtesy of Hen of the Woods

“We've talked about expanding DSD to our neighboring cities. We're about an hour south of Dayton, which

is a pretty good-sized market, and we're about an hour and 40 minutes southwest of Columbus, which is

one of the top 15 largest cities in the U.S. We have a very formidable presence in the Columbus market

with Kroger, Whole Foods, Giant Eagle, and Market District,” he comments.

“That would de�nitely present some challenges; but right now, UPS has been a good enough distribution

partner for us, and pretty much in the whole region. Everything is almost Next Day [delivery] so it's actually

better than what they'd get if they were purchasing through a distributor,” DeLong expands.

“Right now we're at the tipping point—if we grow a little bit more in ful�llment, we'll need to hire another

individual, and then [we would need to] ful�ll a lot more to cover that expense. We’re trying to weigh the

pros and cons, and �gure out what things we've been outsourcing that maybe we bring back-in house.

That individual can maybe take some things o� our key operators’ plates, like my plate, and our [employee]

that does all of our operations and �nance,” he adds.

“So managing the personnel around that has not been a challenge, but as it grows it will start to be

something that is going to be a problem that we're going to have to solve.” SF&WB
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GRANOLA

MARKET TRENDS

THE BOTTOM LINE

Granola o�ers versatility

Texture and �avor are king

Less sugar, more protein boost nutrition

GOING FURTHER WITH GRANOLA

Consumers enjoy granola’s texture and �avor options, but

manufacturers are introducing reduced-sugar and protein-forti�ed

options to boost its nutritional pro�le.

Alyse Thompson, Senior Editor

With its mix of textures and �avors, manufacturers

say �exibility is part of granola’s charm.

Its adaptability has also led to combining

indulgent, fan-favorite inclusions with ingredients

that further boost granola’s nutritional pro�le.

“Consumers look for taste, quality, and creative versatility—whether in �avor or new form factors like

snackable bites or clusters—and choose granola primarily because of the experience of enjoying it,” says

Sean Silk, brand manager at Kellogg Company, Battle Creek, MI. “They also tend to pick up products with

ingredients like fruit, whole grains, and even chocolate, with a focus on protein, �ber, and potentially low-

calorie or added vitamins options.”

Sarah House, food innovation chef, Bob’s Red Mill, Milwaukie, OR, agreed, pointing to the many ways

consumers can experience granola.

“It can be sprinkled over yogurt, smoothies, or ice cream as a crunchy topping; enjoyed with milk and fruit

like cereal; mixed in with oatmeal for added oomph; or eaten as an on-the-go snack for hiking, camping,

and beyond,” House says.

No matter how, consumers certainly enjoy granola. ReAnIn (Research Analysis Insights) valued the global

granola market at $8.7 billion in 2021. It’s expected to reach $12.6 billion in 2028, growing at a compound

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.4%.

Future Market Insights cited increased interest in health and wellness as a driver for growth in the granola

category, thanks to ingredients like oats and nuts, which can support heart and digestive health. The

research �rm also noted competition in the category will prompt manufacturers to call out nutritional and

functional claims.

“Consumers look for a delightful crunch, a crispy, toasted texture, and a rich �avor,” House says. “Nuts,

oats, grains, seeds, and fruit provide additional nutrition that many are also looking for in their breakfasts

and snacks.”

FLAVOR AND TEXTURE

While granola combines many di�erent ingredients, much thought goes into how they pair together and

how consumers will enjoy them.

“Texture is key for appealing to consumers,” House says. “Some prefer granola with big chunks, while

others prefer smaller pieces, and that will be a determining factor when selecting a granola. A satisfying

crunch has a lot of appeal.”

Flavor is another key component. Silk says the Bear Naked brand seeks to strike a balance between bold

and beloved �avors.

“We like to push the boundaries with �avors and experiment in creative ways,” Silk says. “Our goal is to

o�er �avors that o�er broad appeal and work well for creative usage and versatility.”

House says Bob’s Red Mill asks its employees across departments to taste-test new products and o�er

their feedback on �avors, textures, and other elements.

Courtesy of Bob's Red Mill

“We get some fantastic insights that way from a wide range of people,” House says. “In the early stages,

our innovation team looks at what is popular already, what other �avors would pair well with granola and

are unique to the category, and what kinds of �avors have done well for us in other categories. We take all

of that and begin experimenting to see what tastes the best.”

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Bear Naked o�ers granola featuring classic, well-loved �avors such as Banana Nut, Cacao & Cashew

Butter, Fruit & Nut, Maple Pecan, and Peanut Butter, but it has moved beyond �avor to include more

nutritional, functional options.

The brand o�ers reduced-sugar granola—with 45-50% less sugar—in V’Nilla Almond and Triple Berry

�avors. Bear Naked also has 0g Added Sugar Granola in a Peanut Butter Crunch variety.

Courtesy of Bear Naked

Additionally, the brand has introduced two

protein options with 11g per serving, as well as

grain-free varieties loaded with nuts and seeds

instead of oats.

“We want to ensure we’re o�ering a variety of

products to �t all of our consumers’ needs—it’s

for the everyday and for everyone to enjoy,”

Silk says.

Removing grains in favor of seeds is the core

mission of SeedWise, Ontario, Canada. The

company, founded by Ozery Family Bakery,

launched its grain-free granola in the U.S. last

month in two varieties: Lemon Blueberry and

Chocolate Cherry.

“We’re con�dent that our allergy-friendly

products will give consumers that delicious,

craveable, and actually good for you snack

they’ve been searching for in the market,” says

Guy Ozery, founder and CEO of SeedWise.

“We’re looking forward to educating

consumers on the bene�ts of seeds, why they

are so powerful, and how they can �t into their

daily snacking routine.”

Courtesy of SeedWise

Courtesy of Guud

Inspired by the tradition of muesli—European breakfast cereal with whole grains, nuts, fruits, and seeds—

GUUD, Westford, MA, recently introduced two products that combine the best of muesli and granola to

create “mues-ola.” The company has launched Almond Cranberry Clusters with gluten-free oats, granola

clusters, raisins, almonds, cranberries, and pumpkin seeds, as well as Toasted Nutty Cacao, which features

gluten-free oats, raisins, bananas, almonds, pecans, cacao nibs, and walnuts tossed in pure maple syrup.

“We talked to hundreds of consumers and were struck by how many are combining various cereal and

muesli bases but then adding granola to the top to create the perfect combo,” says GUUD CEO Jean

Lizotte. “It was obvious that GUUD was the team to �ll this void and make life easier by bringing their

mash-ups to life. We worked with nutrition experts and foodies to create high protein and �ber recipes

with unique and �avorful plant-based whole foods that we can feel great about enjoying since they’re

good for our bodies.”

Meanwhile, Bob’s Red Mill introduced its Homestyle Granolas about a year ago, in varieties including

Classic, Honey Oat, Apple Blueberry, Cinnamon Raisin, Lemon Blueberry, Coconut Spice, Cranberry

Almond, Maple Sea Salt, and Peanut Butter. The company also o�ers gluten-free versions of its Apple

Blueberry and Honey Oat varieties.

House says Bob’s Red Mill has been pleased with the consumer reception so far.

“Not only did our group of internal taste testers love them, but consumers have really responded well,”

House says. “We focused on creating a crisp texture and rich �avors that taste like something you could

pull out of your own home oven.” SF&WB
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NEW PRODUCTS

Keto nut granola

N U TRAIL

Crunchy Bites granola

BE AR N AKE D

Organic granola

ALTE R E CO

Low-sugar granola alternative

GU U D
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SALT

INGREDIENTS

THE BOTTOM LINE

Sea salt as a healthier choice

Pressure from FDA to lower

sodium

Consumers interested in salt

reduction

A HEALTHIER CHOICE

Consumers aim to reduce sodium in their snack and bakery products.

Joyce Friedberg, Contributing Writer

Salt is one of the �ve basic taste sensations, which include salt,

sour, sweet, bitter, and umami. Salt can also a�ect other �avors

such as sweet and bitter. In small amounts, salt will intensify

sweetness—for example, it can be added to candies like caramel.

Salt can also counteract bitter �avors in food and help release

certain molecules in food, bringing out the �avors of the other

ingredients. Salt is best known as one of the most used �avoring

agents but also plays other functions in snack and bakery products

beyond just �avor.

For example, salt plays a role in creating texture in food. When making yeast bread, the amount of salt

a�ects the rate of fermentation and gluten formation, which a�ects the �nal texture of the bread. Salt is

also a color enhancer, since it increases caramelization in a bread crust and helps create the golden color.

SEA SALT

Sea salt continues to be perceived as a healthier choice as compared to other salts, and brands are

leveraging its appeal with “made with sea salt” claims on the product. SaltWorks has a wide array of salt

options from single sourced, high purity Pure Ocean ingredient sea salt to Ancient Ocean pink Himalayan

salt to Paci�c Blue �ake salt.

Courtesy of SaltWorks® Inc

“Paci�c Blue mini and micro �akes are the perfect size for application on tortilla chips, shelled edamame,

crackers, nut mixes, pretzels, popcorn, and any snack food imaginable. Larger Paci�c Blue kosher and

macro �akes make a beautiful �nishing touch on mouthwatering [treats] like fresh chocolate chip cookies

and luscious homemade tru�es. For adventurous palates and gourmet snacks and sweets, we o�er

delectable varieties like our naturally cold smoked sea salt or �avored sea salt infused with real espresso,

black tru�e, lemon, lime or habanero,” shares Sara Long, marketing copywriter, SaltWorks, Woodinville,

WA.

SODIUM REDUCTION TOOLS

Janice Johnson, PhD., food science advisor, Cargill, says, “we’re seeing continued pressure from the U.S.

Food & Drug Administration and others to lower the sodium content of processed, packaged, and

prepared foods. According to the agency, Americans consume on average 3,400 milligrams of sodium per

day, nearly 50% more than the 2,300 milligrams limit recommended by federal guidelines. To encourage

sodium reduction, the FDA has established voluntary sodium targets.”

Ranjana Sundaresan, lead research analyst, Spoonshot, shares the results from a recent analysis on salt

and sodium: “Our data shows growing interest in salt reduction in the U.S. from consumers and businesses

over 12 months to July 2022, and this interest is projected to grow in the coming 12 months as well.

However, there has been an overall drop compared to 2016. This is likely due to a greater focus on sugar

reductions, the perception that low salt products may have diminished taste, and also a lack of awareness

of the importance of reducing salt consumption.”

Spoonshot’s analysis shows only 2% of the snack launches carry low salt/sodium claims with chips, crisps,

and crackers categories having the highest share of these claims.

Sundaresan shares a few of the speci�c ways that many of these snack brands highlight salt reduction:

Using messaging linked to lower salt content, such as “lightly salted” or “low sodium”

Highlighting the exact amount of sodium reduction

Some products also call out being unsalted or having no salt

The use of herbs and spices to increase �avor and reduce the dependence on salt.

“This is likely due to a greater focus

on sugar reductions, the perception
that low salt products may have

diminished taste, and also a lack of
awareness of the importance of

reducing salt consumption.”

— Ranjana Sundaresan, lead research analyst,

Spoonshot

Within the baked goods category, only 1% of products launched have a low salt/sodium claim, with

breads having the leading share of products with this claim. However, baked goods, in general, are not

likely to focus on salt reduction as much as sugar reduction because salt use here is far lower than in

snacks, explains Sundaresan.

There are multiple approaches to tackle sodium reduction. Cargill advises customers to start any sodium

reduction project by �rst pulling out salt to a level where there is no impact to taste or texture. From there,

the company recommends breaking down the formula and determining all the sources of sodium. Clearly

salt is a large contributor of sodium, but ingredients such as baking soda (i.e. sodium bicarbonate) can also

be a signi�cant source shares Johnson.

Sundaresan notes a number of strategies have been emerging in the salt reduction space:

Salt reduction: reformulation of existing products or making new products with lower quantities of salt

For baking applications, salt replacers and alternative chemical leavening solutions can o�er ways

to reduce salt use. For example, potassium chloride can mimic many of the functional properties

of sodium chloride

Flavor modi�cation:

Using umami substances like MSG, yeast extracts, and mushroom derivatives to enhance �avor

and increase the perception of saltiness

Mycelium-based bitter blockers—mycelium is the base root structure that produce mushrooms,

and it has become very popular due to its potential in the meat alternative space. However, it can

also be used to create other compounds like bitterness blockers that can address the bitter

aftertaste of both sugar and salt replacers

 Physical modi�cation

Some companies have been focusing on modifying the structure of salt to aid reduction, such as

reducing the size of the salt particle to just a few microns. This increases the surface area of the

particle, makes it easier to dissolve on the tongue, and it coats foods more evenly. This is

especially useful for snacks like chips, crackers, and nuts

Within the bakery space, encapsulated salts could enhance saltiness, while reducing the quantity

needed.

Salt replacement:

Using potassium salts. However, these can be bitter, so they are often combined with some

amount of �avor modi�cation or bitter blockers, which can help mask the bitterness

Courtesy of Cargill

Cargill’s Potassium Pro Potassium Salt can help snack manufacturers achieve up to 50% sodium reduction

in certain applications and is the most similar ingredient to salt in terms of taste, texture, and functionality.

“Potassium salt can help control yeast fermentation, aid in gluten formation, help control microbial

growth, extend shelf life and contribute to �avor, texture, and color,” notes Johnson. Cargill o�ers

potassium salt in two di�erent particle sizes. “Potassium Pro Ultra Fine Potassium Chloride, is a great

option for seasoning mixes or partial replacement for salt in topical applications. Its micro-sized particles

help mitigate some of the bitter/metallic notes typically associated with potassium chloride, enabling

higher levels of sodium replacement. Our larger-sized Potassium Pro Potassium Chloride works well when

added to food applications where is dissolves and distributes evenly.”

Another tool for topical applications such as crackers and chips is the company’s Alberger Flake Salt.

“These unique crystals o�er a large surface area and low bulk density, resulting in superior adherence,

blendability, and solubility compared to regular cube-shaped granulated salt. When used topically, this

unique structure means less salt is needed to achieve the same salty �avor. For example, in chips with a

salty topping, switching to Alberger salt, with its unique crystalline structure, can allow brands to reduce

the sodium in the topping by up to 20%,” explains Johnson.

Another natural option for sodium reduction is SaltWorks Paci�c Blue �akes. The �ake salts are light,

featherlike grains with more surface area and less volume than the average grain of salt. This structure

dissolves immediately in the mouth, so less salt is needed for the same savory taste, explains Long.

Another approach used for sodium replacement/sodium reduction is using umami-like ingredients such

as yeast or yeast extract to help enhance or modify the �avor and increase the salty perception.

Courtesy of Ajinomoto Health & Nutrition

“Ajinomoto Health & Nutrition Savorboost yeast and yeast extract provide umami, kokumi or a

combination of both to enhance �avor, richness, and complexity that can sometimes get lost in reduced

sodium applications. Our solutions can give sugar cookies an enhanced creamy, butter �avor and can

provide cocoa enhancement for richness and decadence in chocolate cookies. One product, Salt Answer

S, is a customized blend of our yeast, yeast extract, and amino acid products that deliver �avor

enhancement, along with salt taste while achieving sodium reductions,” shares Abbye Lakin, director of

communications, Ajinomoto Health and Nutrition North America, Inc.

Salt is a �avor with which consumers are very familiar. Now there are more options and tools to help

consumers enjoy salty snacks and foods, but with a healthier pro�le. SF&WB
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FOOD SAFETY

LOGISTICS

READY OR NOT

Companies should make a plan to ensure cleanliness, standard

operating procedures of facilities.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

Food safety in the snack and bakery industries can come in many forms, including audits, compliance,

sanitation standard operating procedures (SSOPs), hazard analysis and critical control points (HACCP), and

good manufacturing practices (GMPs).

“A good food safety strategy for bakery facilities addresses the general cleanliness of the facility and

spells out standard operating procedures (SOPs), in the form of a written HACCP plan,” says Geo� Ellis,

COO, Wherefour, Petaluma, CA.

The entire production team should be well versed in preparing equipment before production and the

proper cleaning of it after production, he says.

“For inventory or warehouse sta�, maintaining COAs for ingredient suppliers and photos of delivery

vehicles in one place helps keep the facility ready for any contingencies during production. Ensuring that

ingredients received are thoroughly inspected and accounted for are also important steps in a solid food

safety strategy,” Ellis mentions.

Recall and inspection readiness should also be a factor for any facility, he notes.

“Knowing how to �nd potentially contaminated ingredients quickly and what product(s) they may have

been used in will better protect the organization from the risks of supply contamination or production

mix-ups.”

“Vision inspection systems make use

of a range of 2D and 3D camera
systems to monitor the performance

of key processes—such as forming
and baking—and to detect the

presence of foreign contaminants.”

— Jon Gilchrist, applications engineering manager,

KPM Analytics

Jon Gilchrist, applications engineering manager, KPM Analytics, Westborough, MA, says that food safety

plans will vary between bakeries and typically are tuned to their speci�c products, customers, and

regional requirements.

“Despite these di�erences, every food safety plan is intended to identify and reduce food safety hazards

throughout the production process. A key element of this plan should include the implementation of

monitoring checks at critical control points along the process,” he says.

Most bakeries have adopted equipment such as metal detectors and x-ray, but bakers are increasingly

turning to vision inspection systems to help �ll this need, Gilchrist elaborates.

“Vision inspection systems make use of a range of 2D and 3D camera systems to monitor the performance

of key processes—such as forming and baking—and to detect the presence of foreign contaminants.

Increasingly high-resolution o�erings allow detection of smaller foreign contaminants and defects, while

new technologies operating in the non-visible spectrum are expanding the range of detectable

contaminant types,” he adds.

“One such example is the MultiEye system from KPM Analytics, which uses a combination of Visible and

Hyperspectral Imaging to detect a range of contaminants. Some examples of these contaminants include

thin plastic �lms and sheets that otherwise may not be detectable using only metal detectors and x-ray

systems,” Gilchrist says.

“Baking industry-focused suppliers of vision inspection systems are producing equipment that meets the

high hygienic design standards of food manufacturers, and as an added bene�t these systems are often

ful�lling a key quality monitoring role that can lead to more e�cient processes, waste reduction, and

improved customer satisfaction.”

Eric Garr, regional sales manager, Fortress Technology, Toronto, says that, typically, snack manufacturers

and bakery facilities will have more than one metal detector between the beginning and end of the

production and packing process, corresponding to identi�ed Critical Control Points (CCPs).

“The key is to identify the predominant risk points and install the most appropriate inspection equipment

at speci�c checkpoints most relative to these risks,” he advises.

For loose and raw products, such as potato chips, cereal, corn, popcorn, and snacks, this will often be

before the bagging stage, using a Gravity/Vertex metal detector, and then later down the line when bags

are sealed, just before packing into boxes for distribution, Garr adds.

The reason for this is leaving it until the end of the production line could result in high levels of false

rejects and unnecessary disposal of good product and packaging, he continues.

“Another way to avoid contaminating product is to check incoming ingredients before they reach the

processing stage. Here, bulk gravity and large bag inspection systems are usually installed to quality

check incoming dry and wet ingredients. This can be advisable in bakery processing facilities for a number

of scenarios,” Garr shares.

“Firstly, producers will want to identify the source of any metal contamination, which can include raw

ingredients, e.g. �our. Secondly, the sensitivity achieved at this stage may be higher than with �nished or

packaged product. This may come down to the aperture of the metal detector or the relative sensitivity

obtained with unprocessed and processed ingredients. It also helps to mitigate damage to processing

equipment, e.g. grinders,” he notes.

Performing supplier weight checks at this early phase of processing is also advisable, especially given the

current cost of raw ingredients, Garr continues. Machines like the Raptor XL can be utilized to verify the

weight of incoming ingredients in sacks, boxes, kegs and drums, and e�ciently manage return rates, he

says.

“On VFFS snack �lling lines, a Vertex inline system, with its slim case-through dimensions, slots easily

between pouch packing systems and weighing turnkey lines. However, the close positioning of machinery

can make testing the performance of metal detectors here di�cult and time consuming. Halo Automatic

Testing (see Q2), unique to Fortress, swiftly overcomes testing production bottlenecks by performing real

time GFSI and QC tests automatically, helping to eliminate operator errors and health and safety risks.

Production doesn’t stop while each test is in progress. The line will only halt if the metal detector or reject

checks fail. Validated test results are automatically logged and digitally saved for a GFSI audit,” Garr says.

Next on the line, bakery and snack processors should perform product veri�cation weight checks. Not

only does this ensure product quality and compliance with weight legislation—rejecting out of tolerance

packs—but these weight checks can also reduce product waste and giveaway, he predicts.

“Lastly, at the end of the processing line, packaged products are inspected after packaging and before

leaving the facility to ensure food safety, protect consumers, and safeguard brands. These inspections are

typically performed on single or multi-line conveyor metal detectors, ensuring compliance with

legislation, retailer codes of practice, and food safety standards.” SF&WB

DUST CONTROL AND

FOOD SAFETY

Frank Cea, vice president, food & beverage, RoboVent

Dust collection and air �ltration can be an overlooked factor in food safety concerns for bakeries and

snack food makers.

“When air �ltration systems can’t keep up with excess food dust, dust can migrate to places in the facility

where it doesn’t belong,” explains RoboVent President Rick Kreczmer. “This can increase the risk of cross-

contamination between production lines and microbial growth in dust deposits.”

To minimize these risks and ensure compliance with food safety regulations, here is a checklist to ensure

your dust collection systems are up-to-date and well maintained:

Collect dust close to the source to prevent propagation of

dust through the facility. Hoods or enclosures around

dust-producing processes aids in e�cient capture.

Make sure there is adequate air�ow for e�cient capture of

dust inside enclosures and conveyor systems. Dust

building up inside enclosures is a combustion risk in

addition to a food safety concern.

Positive and negative pressure zones can be used to

isolate sequential production processes and prevent dust

from migrating between zones.

Locating the dust collector outdoors and venting �ltered

air to the outside minimizes the risk of re-contamination.

Use appropriate �ltration (e.g., HEPA) for air coming into

the building via makeup air and HVAC systems to avoid

introducing pollens, molds or bacterial contaminants from

the outside.

Select a �lter appropriate for the dust you are collecting.

Hygroscopic food dusts may require a PTFE-coated or

washable �lter media.

Make sure the dust collector is equipped with a sensor to

detect leaks past the �lter and appropriate �re and

de�agration safety elements for NFPA compliance.

Perform all recommended preventive maintenance and

inspect the system frequently. If you notice dust building

up on surfaces in the facility or inside enclosures, contact

your engineering �rm to evaluate your air �ltration

systems.

Courtesy of RoboVent

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: “We realized during the pandemic that more bakeries were going to need to

sell directly to consumers, so we have new integrations with platforms like Shopify and ShipStation that

make it easier for bakeries to automate their ecommerce activities,” says Ellis. “In concert with our self-

service ordering portal, our customers can sell to both wholesale and retail customers and automate a lot

of the tedious ordering and ful�llment processes.”

Top Features:

COMPANY: Wherefour

WEBSITE: https://wherefour.com

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: “We are seeing an increased focus on the transition toward Industry 4.0 within

the snack and baking sector,” says Gilchrist. “Data plays a crucial role in this next step for the industry, and

the need for data collection and integration with large data systems is a driving factor in our product

development. New process speci�c monitoring solutions are being installed throughout the production

process, serving as both data collection systems and feedback control points to react to issues quickly

and reduce waste. Furthermore, many systems on the line are being integrated into large data systems to

provide bakers with the complete information on their line performance.”

“Another exciting area of development has been in adopting Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) features into the

inspection platforms. AI and machine learning tools currently under development, such as automatic

learning, serve to simplify the user experience and help customers better con�gure systems to meet their

needs,” he says.

“In addition, new AI based detection and processing algorithms are boosting inspection performance and

allowing the detection of more defect types than ever before. The combination of traditional inspection

techniques supplemented with new AI tools unlocks even greater potential for vision inspection systems

and promises exciting developments within the industry.”

Top Features:

COMPANY: KPM Analytics

WEBSITE: www.kpmanalytics.com

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: “To successfully comply with production standards, bakery and snack

manufacturers need an appropriate and e�ective testing system established for the audit process of

industrial metal detectors,” says Garr. “Depending on the criteria set out by each retailer Code of Practice

(COP), tests are typically scheduled throughout the day at hourly intervals to con�rm the inspection

system is repeatedly identifying all potential metal contaminants. However, if carried out manually,

passing test samples through the exact center of a standard 165mm or 215mm aperture, when product is

being funneled at high speed from a multi-head weigher through the metal detector straight into a VFFS

bagger, and retrieving them is huge challenge and drain on labor.”

Halo Automatic Testing automates this process, eliminating human error and eradicating workforce H&S

risks—such as climbing up above the hopper multi-head weigher and passing a metal test stick/ball

manually through the in-line metal detector and retrieving before packing, adds Garr.

“Originally engineered in collaboration with one of the largest U.S. snack manufacturers to overcome the

major limitations of performing manual checks on vertical inspection lines, Halo Automatic Testing

enables factory operatives to pre-program ferrous, non-ferrous, and stainless steel sample tests,” he

notes.

The company also will launch Contact 4.0 at PACK EXPO this year. For the �rst time, Fortress customers

will be able to tether multiple front-end inspection machines to back-end reporting systems and securely

share performance data.

COMPANY: Fortress Technology

WEBSITE: www.fortresstechnology.com

Top Features:
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CLASSIFIEDS

THUNDERBIRD Food Machinery, Inc.

SNACK & BAKERY PRODUCTS - GENERAL Click Boxes Below to Learn More

Food Tools Portioning Equipment
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BUYER'S GUIDE

PREMIUM SPONSORSHIPS

Buyer's Guide Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our buyers guide. For the complete list of companies and products,

go to www.snackandbakery.com/buyersguide
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